
Girl - hey girl! 
 
My name is Laura Curry, and I'm in town doing an art project for echo Art Fair, called 
Bike Date, beginning May 3rd.  This project is an accompanied bike ride for 2 women, 
me and my date, and focuses on women’s stories, because we need to be heard!  
 
I use a wireless microphone to audio record my date’s narration of her experience while 
we ride together. Bike Date lasts about an hour or less, and I meet my date where she 
likes. I will follow my date as we cycle, unless she prefers that I lead.  The route is 
usually my date’s choice, and at the end of the ride I give my date a bad-ass sticker that 
kicks the bad roadway ju-ju to the curb. 
 
I am looking for Bike Dates: women, girls, any female identified cyclist of any age who 
would be interested. 
 
I would like to do these accompanied rides during work commutes, rides to the grocery 
store, or any other transportation and/or recreation rides.   
I am interested in personal experiences.   
 
Examples of questions that my date might think about why cycling could include: 
Why do you cycle? How does it make you feel? Do you think about being a woman 
cyclist? Are there times you don’t cycle - why/ why not?  When did you start cycling - 
why? 
 
Certainly, there could be other thoughts, questions, etc. - I’m interested in what my date 
thinks about her cycling experience in the moment of cycling. 
 
The information I gather will be used for a public installation at echo Art Fair. I’m not 
being paid, and I’m not selling anything. I am learning about the experience of women 
cyclists in Buffalo, and am expressing these investigations as my art practice at echo Art 
Fair. 
 
The exact language from echo Art Fair is: 
Laura's work is a site-specific performative artwork, that was selected by Rachel Adams, 
Associate Curator of the UB Art Galleries, as part of echo Art Fair 2016 ( echoartfair.com  ), 
which will be  May 13-15th   at OSC Manufacturing on the East Side. 
 
I will do Bike Dates during the art fair too, but would like to do a whole bunch, maybe  
20 plus, in advance of echo Art Fair. 
I am also very interested in Bike Dates with women who live on the East Side. 
 
You can contact me at lauracurry1@me.com 
 
Thanks for participating in Bike Date! 

           
Laura          


